2014 Catalyst Census: Women Board Directors

**WOMEN’S SHARE OF BOARD SEATS AT US STOCK INDEX COMPANIES**

United States 19.2%

Data from October 2014. The United States is represented by the S&P 500 index and includes the percentage of board seats held by women across 500 companies. Data are provided by and published under license from Data Morphosis.

**WOMEN’S SHARE OF BOARD SEATS AT CANADIAN STOCK INDEX COMPANIES**

Canada 20.8%

Data from October 2014. Canada is represented by the S&P/TSX 60 index and includes the percentage of board seats held by women across 60 companies. Data are provided by and published under license from Data Morphosis.
WOMEN'S SHARE OF BOARD SEATS AT EUROPEAN STOCK INDEX COMPANIES

Data from October 2014. Europe is represented by the following indices, providing the percentage of board seats held by women across a specific number of companies: Austria—ATX index (20 companies), Belgium—BEL-20 Institutional index (20), Denmark—OMX Copenhagen 20 index (19), Finland—OMX Helsinki 25 index (22), France—CAC 40 index (40), Germany—DAX index (30), Ireland—ISEQ Overall index (48), Netherlands—AEX index (27), Norway—OBX index (24), Portugal—PSI-20 index (19), Spain—IBEX 35 index (35), Sweden—OMX Stockholm 30 index (29), Switzerland—SMI index (20), and United Kingdom—FTSE 100 index (101). Data are provided by and published under license from Data Morphosis. Countries in the data set without stock market indices are not included.
WOMEN’S SHARE OF BOARD SEATS AT ASIA-PACIFIC STOCK INDEX COMPANIES

Data from October 2014. Asia-Pacific is represented by the following indices, providing the percentage of board seats held by women across a specific number of companies: Australia—S&P/ASX 200 index (202), Hong Kong—Hang Seng index (50), India—BSE 200 index (200), and Japan—TOPIX Core 30 index (29). Data are provided by and published under license from Data Morphosis. Countries in the data set without stock market indices are not included.
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